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Dr. Bakhtiyar Baykhanov, First Deputy of the General Director, Uzbek Center Sifat, 
Uzbekistan, spoke to the topic of, “The Quality Control System of the Fiber and its Role in the 
World Market for Improving the Competitiveness of the Uzbek Cotton.” Dr. Baykhanov 
described the Uzbek network of HVI laboratories located in nine strategic locations around the 
country, with the central laboratory located in Tashkent. He provided information on the quality 
distribution of Uzbek cotton by region, and he showed how the use of testing instruments was 
leading systematically to improvements in cotton quality over time as breeders used 
information provided by Sifat to select better varieties. The full presentation of Dr. Baykhanov 
was distributed to all participants. 
 
Mr. Axel Drieling, Senior Manager Cotton, Faserinstitut Bremen e.V., Germany gave a 
presentation on the topic of, “CSITC Round Trials: Current Status and Aims Towards 
Including New Parameters.” Mr. Drieling noted the international acceptance of the Round 
Trials sponsored by the ICAC Task Force on Commercial Standardization of International 
Testing of Cotton (CSITC). The Round Trials are conducted in cooperation between the ICAC 
Secretariat (registration of participants), the United States Department of Agriculture – 
Agricultural Marketing Service (test sample preparation and distribution) and the Faserinstitut 
(confidential analysis of results and information useful for performance improvement). The aim 
of the Round Trials is to improve cotton testing accuracy and precision. Currently, 114 
laboratories from 35 countries participate actively. A majority of Round Trial participants are 
production and controlling companies, whereas spinning mill laboratories are missing. During 
the last 5 years, the variation in test results between laboratories has declined by about 30%, 
mostly as a result of Round Trial participation. 
 
Mr. Drieling reported that 6 parameters, micronaire, strength, length, length uniformity, color 
reflectance and yellowness, are currently used for evaluating laboratories. He said that efforts 
are underway to add trash and short fiber index to the list of official CSITC parameters, but 
additional work is needed because the interlaboratory variation for these tests remains high. 
 
Mr. Drieling added that work continues on improving measurement of other parameters, 
including neps, fineness, maturity, gravimetric trash content, and stickiness. The presentation 
by Mr. Drieling was distributed to all participants. 
 
In the discussion following on the presentation, there was a consensus that laboratories 
operated by spinning mills should participate in the CSITC round trials if they wish to achieve 
results within international tolerances for precision and accuracy. There was also a suggestion 
to add Spinning Consistency Index (SCI) as a test in future Round Trials.  
 



In response to questions, Mr. Drieling emphasized that the role of CSITC Round Trials is to 
reduce the variation in results between laboratories and instruments, regardless of the types 
of instruments used. 
 
Regarding the testing of stickiness, Mr. Drieling noted that most spinning mills are indifferent 
to the sources of stickiness in cotton, they just want to identify whether there will be a problem 
in the spinning process and how to deal with it. Accordingly, current research is focusing on 
mechanical means of stickiness testing, not chemical means. 
 
Dr. Mohamed Negem and Suzan Sanad, Cotton Research Institute – Giza, Egypt gave a 
presentation called, “Egyptian Cotton Traceability.” Because the inherent qualities of Egyptian 
cotton are superior to most other origins, brands, retailers and manufacturers have an 
incentive to mislead consumers into thinking that products are made from Egyptian cotton, 
when in fact they are made of lower-priced cotton. In order to combat such practices, Egypt 
has developed a robust traceability program with three components including the Cotton 
Research Institute (CRI), the Cotton Arbitration & Testing General Organization (CATGO), 
and the Egypt Cotton Association (ECA). The program ensures varietal purity of Egyptian 
cotton through a system of zoning production and ginning. Bales of cotton can be traced using 
a Permanent Bale Id (PBI) with bar codes for ease of data retrieval. And products sold at retail 
can be tested with a DNA-based method. 
 
In response to questions, Dr. Negem indicated that the DNA-based methods of testing for 
fiber parentage took between five and 15 days. 
 
The Chair thanked the presenters and the audience for their participation. 
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